1. Sidewalk Impacts: Terminal 1 / 7 Walking Path
   - Beginning Friday, February 21, the Automated People Mover project will restrict the sidewalk in front of the Administration East building (walking path between Terminals 1 and 7)
   - A temporary sidewalk and ramps will be built to maintain guest (including ADA) path of travel
   - Wayfinding to the terminals & LAX-it will be maintained; wayfinding will be in place

*Sidewalk to be closed during APM construction*
2. Construction Update: Automated People Mover

- The APM project continues the installation of foundation piles along Center Way between Parking Structures 1 and 7, as well as the erection of falsework (steel and lumber), a temporary structure needed to support the permanent structure until it can support itself.
- During foundation work on Center Way, two lanes of through traffic are maintained daily and the roadway is closed completely at night, with detours and flaggers in place at night to maintain parking structure egress and traffic flow.

*Aerial view of falsework along Center Way (taken from Theme Building, looking east)*

*Foundation piles and falsework on Center Way for the APM Project*